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Andrew Haddad is an Associate in the firm's Litigation department. From 2019 to 2020, Mr. Haddad served as a law clerk to 
the Hon. Albert Diaz of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. From 2018 to 2019, Mr. Haddad served as a 
law clerk to the Hon. Nicholas G. Garaufis of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. Prior to 
joining Patterson Belknap, Mr. Haddad was an associate at an international law firm in New York and a volunteer attorney for 
the Biden-Harris transition team in fall 2020.

Representative Matters

Defending a leading academic publisher in a federal class action regarding author royalties.

Representing two major pharmaceutical companies in Lanham Act litigation regarding the counterfeiting of prescription 
medication.

Represented an athletic shoe and apparel company in Lanham Act litigation to protect its trademarks that resulted in a 
favorable settlement.

Defended a large national law firm accused of malpractice after a large commercial real estate project foundered. The case 
resulted in a favorable settlement.

Represented a Fortune 500 corporation in a New York Attorney General investigation for potential violations of the Martin Act 
that yielded no evidence of wrongdoing.

Pro Bono

Argued a criminal appeal in the New Jersey Supreme Court involving Fourth Amendment and jury-instruction issues.

Representing an incarcerated client in a direct appeal of a criminal conviction before the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, in a petition for certiorari to the United States Supreme Court, and in compassionate-release proceedings.

Represented an incarcerated client to challenge denial of release by the New York State Board of Parole.

Represented a group of law professors as amici curiae in litigation challenging the Trump administration’s family-separation 
policy.



Admissions

• U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit; Fourth Circuit

• U.S. District Court, Southern and Eastern Districts of New York

• New York

Publications

• Contributor to www.AntitrustUpdateBlog.com

• Contributor to "How to Build a Nation in 15 Weeks"

• Co-Author, "What’s Ahead in 2021 for Reverse-Payment Settlement Litigation," Bloomberg Law (January 8, 2021)

• "Cruel Timing: Retroactive Application of State Criminal Procedural Rules to Direct Appeals," 116 Colum. L. Rev. 1259 
(2016)

Education

• Columbia Law School (J.D., 2016)

o Sidebar Editor, Columbia Law Review

o James Kent Scholar

o Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar

• University of Michigan (B.A., 2013)

Blog Posts: Antitrust Update
Antitrust Update Blog is a source of insights, information and analysis on criminal and civil antitrust and competition-related 
issues. Patterson Belknap’s antitrust lawyers represent clients in antitrust litigation and counseling matters, including those 
related to pricing, marketing, distribution, franchising, and joint ventures and other strategic alliances. We have significant 
experience with government civil and criminal/cartel investigations, providing the unique perspectives of former top U.S. 
Department of Justice Antitrust Division lawyers from both the civil and criminal sides.

May 15, 2023
Two Recent DOJ Labor-Market Prosecutions End in Acquittals
Two labor-market criminal antitrust trials recently ended in acquittals, further demonstrating the challenges the United States 
has faced in this area (See our previous coverage of this prosecution trend, reported on: Feb. 9th, 2022 ; May 2nd, 2022 ;...

February 14, 2023
The DOJ Defeats Another Motion to Dismiss a No-Poach Criminal Indictment and Closes Out Another No-Poach and 
Wage-Fixing Case With a Deferred Prosecution Agreement
Two of the Department of Justice’s labor-market criminal antitrust prosecutions have seen interesting recent developments. 
(See our previous coverage of this prosecution trend, reported on: Feb. 9 th ; May 2 nd ; Sept. 22nd ; and Nov. 29...

November 29, 2022
The DOJ Finally Secures Its First No-Poach and Wage-Fixing Conviction
Last month, the DOJ finally secured its first criminal conviction for a labor-market antitrust offense. ( Check here for our 
previous coverage of this prosecution trend.) VDA OC LLC (“VDA”), a healthcare staffing company, pleaded guilty to a...

September 22, 2022
An Unexpected Dispute Delays the DOJ’s First No-Poach Conviction and Other Recent Developments in its Labor-
Market Antitrust Prosecutions



The DOJ’s efforts to prosecute alleged wage-fixing and employee non-solicitation agreements have continued to develop over 
the last few months. ( Check here for our previous coverage of this prosecution trend.) Most notably, the DOJ nearly secured 
its...

May 2, 2022
Acquittals in the First Two Wage-Fixing and No-Poach Criminal Trials
Last month, the first two trials arising from the DOJ’s recent push to criminally prosecute wage-fixing and employee non-
solicitation agreements both ended in acquittals on the antitrust charges. (Check here for our previous coverage of this 
prosecution trend.) In...

February 9, 2022
DOJ’s First Wins In Criminal Antitrust Prosecutions Of Wage-Fixing and No-Poach Agreements
Two weeks ago, the District of Colorado denied defendants’ motion to dismiss in a criminal case targeting agreements 
between competitors not to solicit (or “poach”) each other’s employees. United States v. DaVita Inc. et al . is part...

January 29, 2021
Update on Patent “Aggregation” Suit Against Fortress
Intel and Apple’s challenge to Fortress’s allegedly anticompetitive practice of patent “aggregation,” which we discussed 
previously on this blog, suffered another setback earlier this month. The Northern District of California dismissed the plaintiffs’ 
first amended complaint, although it granted...

January 8, 2021
What’s Ahead in 2021 for Reverse-Payment Settlement Litigation
Litigation concerning reverse-payment settlements remains active. In the coming year, we expect to see material 
developments regarding treatment of non-monetary settlements of underlying patent litigation, as courts continue to grapple 
with what constitutes a “large and unjustified” payment. Likewise,...

Blog Posts: How to Build a Nation in 15 Weeks
Building a nation in 15 weeks may sound like a daunting summer project, but that’s just what happened at the Constitutional 
Convention in the summer of 1787. The first season of our podcast revisits the hottest topics from that convention, week by 
week, and tracks their current place in our legal and political landscape. In our second season, that same analysis is brought 
to the history of the Constitution in the early republic era in the first few decades of our country’s history, from ratification to the
Bill of Rights to the early amendments. Our third season moves forward to cover the Reconstruction era, including the 13th, 
14th, and 15th amendments, and the 19th amendment, ratified in 1920. Building on our study of history and our experience as 
attorneys, we ask questions that tie the past to the present: Does today’s Supreme Court think about separation of powers in 
the same way that the Committee of Detail did? How did the Constitution overcome anti-Federalist opposition to get ratified? 
What was the intended scope of the 14th Amendment? These are some of the questions that our co-hosts, former Assistant 
U.S. Attorney and frequent legal commentator Harry Sandick and commercial litigator and history enthusiast Jon Hatch will 
examine in a roundtable format, along with their colleagues at Patterson Belknap.

August 9, 2022
Democracy, Part 2: the 24th and 26th Amendments
The 24th Amendment goes halfway toward removing poll taxes—one of the many historical practices used to suppress voting 
on the basis of race and class—before the Supreme Court expands the scope of the 14th Amendment to go all the...

August 2, 2022
Democracy, Part 1: the 17th, 23rd, and DC Voting Rights Amendments
120 years of corruption and deadlocks finally allow reformers to achieve direct election of Senators, with the hope of a more 
responsive and functional Senate. (Points for trying, we suppose.) An absent-minded decision by the Federalists strips DC 
residents...
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